NUMECA International (http://www.numeca.be/en) offers a stimulating, young and multicultural environment at the heart of Europe and inviting students to its headquarters for an internship in the field of human–computer interaction, graphic design and web design. As a member of the NUMECA team, you will be trained on NUMECA tools and work on improving the GUI design of a software in order to increase the human computer interaction quality and software ergonomics.

We are looking for students that feel comfortable dealing with vector graphics editors such as Inkscape. Knowledge of the QML language is a plus. The student should also be able to participate in internal meetings by providing a valuable contribution and valuing inputs made by others, in order to reach a common goal. Written/oral communication English is essential. French is a plus.

The duration of the internship would ideally range from 2 to 4 months.

Contact person: Anastasia Zubova (anastasia.zubova@numeca.be)